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NOTE 

A MAXMW PROBLEM ON FINITE AUTOMATA* 
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We solve the following problem proposed by Straubing, Oiven a two-letter alphabet A, what 
is the maximal number of stnresf(n) of the minimal automaton of a subset of A”, the set of all 
words of length n. We give an explicit formula to compute f(n) and we show that I = 
lim inf, _ m &O/2” 5 lim supn _ o) nJ’(n)/2” = 2. 

The purpose of this note is to solve the following question, raised by Straubing. 
Let A = {a,&~) be a two-letter alphabet. For each finite language L, denote by s(L) 
the number of states of the minimal (deterministic) automaton of L, and put 

f(n) = max(s(L) 1 L c A”). 

The problem is to compute+/‘(n) and to give, if possible, an asymptotic equivalent. 
We first recall some definitions (see [I] for more deta3ls.) An automaton &= 
(Q8 A, - qo,F) consists of a (finite) set of states Q, a finite set of letters A, an initial 
state q. E Q, a set of final sfates FC Q, and a partial function Q x A + Q denoted 
by (q,q) --) q- a. This function is extended to a (partial) function Q x A* -+ Q, called 
the transition function, by the rules: 

(a) for every qEQ, q- 1 =q, 
(b) foreveryqEQ,UEA*andaEA,q.(Na)=(q.U).CIif(qoU)and(q*u)~aare 

defined, and q- (ua) is undefined otherwise. 

If the transition function is a total function, & is a complete automaton and it 
is uncomplete otherwise, The language accepted by +4 is the set 

L(d) = (uaA*lqo-ucF}. 

A state q is accessible (respectively coaccessible) if qo- u = q (respectively q l u E 

F) for some word u E A*. Two states q and q’ are equivalent (in &) if, for every 
word u E A*, q . u E F is equivalent to q’. u E F. An automaton is reduced if, for any 
q,q’ E Q, q equivalent to q’ implies q=q’. 

* This research was supported by “Programme de Recherches CoordonnCes”-Mathematiques et Infor- 
matique”. 
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Let us mention a trivial, but useful, observation. If qSq’4Farc not equivalent, 
then there exists a letter aeA such that either q. afq’- a, or q- a is defined and 
q’- a is undefined, or q. a is undefined and q’s a is defined. 

Finally, an automaton is minima/ if it is reduced and if every state is both accessi- 
ble and coaccessible. As is well known, every rational language is accepted by a (uni- 
que) minimal automaton. 

We first establish some elementary facts about the minimal automaton &= 
@,A, -,qo,F) of a nonempty language LCA”. Set, for ir0, 

Qi= (qE Q 1 there exists UEA’ such that qo. u = q) and ki=CardQi. 

Then we can state: 

Proposition 1. The following properties hold: 

(1) the familj (Qi)o=isn is a partition of Q, 
(2) Qo= (qo) and Q,, = (q,], where qf is the unique jinal state of d, 
(3) for Osizzn-1, Qi+l=Qi*aUQi* b, 
(4) for Osiln-1, (kj+l)C(ki+l+l)2. 

Proof. (1) Since L is nonempty, it contains a word u=al . ..a.,. Now, for O~irn, 
qo. al . . . ai E Qi, and hence Qj is nonempty. Assume that QJl Qi is not empty and 
let qE Qin Qj. Then there exists a word u of length i and a word u of length j such 
that qo. u=q and qo. u =q. Since & is minimal, the state q is coaccessible, and 
hence there exists a word w such that q. w is a final state. It follows that UW,UWE L 
and thus luwl = luwl =n. Therefore i= lul = lul =j and the Qi are pairwise disjoint. 

We claim that Qi is empty for i>n. Indeed, let qEQi. Then by definition, 
q=qo. u for some word u of length >n. Thus q is not coaccessible, a contradic- 
tion. Now Q = lJizo Qi and it follows that the family (Qi)Osisn is a partition of Q. 

(2) The equality QO = {qo} is clear. Let qE Qn. Then there exists a word u of 
length n such that qo. u = q and a word w such that q. w EF (since q is coaccessi- 
ble). Thus UWEL and hence luwl =n. It follows that w=l, UEL and qrzF. Let q’ 
be another final state. Then qo. u’= q’ for some &EL. Let uEA*. Then q*ueF 
(respectively q’. u E F) if and only if u = 1. It follows that q = q’ since JB is reduced. 

(3) Obvious. 
(4) For a given q E Qi, either q* aE Qi+ 1 or q l a is undefined; this gives (ki+ 1 + 1) 

possibilities. Similarly, there are (ki+l + 1) possibilities for q. b. Furthermore, since 
q is coaccessible, either q-a or q. b is defined. Finally, this gives (ki+l+ lp-I 
possibilities for the pair (q. o, q. b). But since& is reduced, two distinct states q and 
q’ cannot have the same image under a and b. Thus ki=(ki+ I + 1)2 - 1. Cl 

Corollary 2. For O-=i<n k-cmin(2’ 2r-i --, I- , - 1). 

Proof. We make use of Proposition 1. By (2), ko = I and by (3). ki+g S2ki for 
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O~i~n-l.Thuski~~byinductiononi.Similarly,k,=l by(2)andki~(ki,,+l)2-l 
by (4) . Thus k--=22”-’ I- - 1 by induction on n - i. q 

Set g(n)= COliSn min(2’,2p-i -1). Since the family (Qi)scj=n is a partition of 
Q, we have 

Card Q = c Card Qilg(n). 
Osisn 

Therefore, we have proved: 

Proposition 3. The minimal automaton of a language L CA” has at most g(n) 
states. Therefore f(n) 5 g(n). 

Our main result states that the opposite inequality also holds. 

Theorem 4. For every nr0, f(n) =g(n). 

Proof. The result is trivial if n =O. We assume now n >Q. By Proposition 3, it suf- 
fices to exhibit a minimal automaton with g(n) states that accepts a language 
L c A”. Let x be the unique positive real number such that n = 2y+x, and let 
k = rP1. The following lemma gives the property for which k was selected. 

Lemma 5. Let j be a positive integer. 

(1) If j<k, then 2i~2r-f-l. 
(2) If jrk, then 2i>22n-‘- 1. 

Proof. (1) Ifj<k, thenjc2*andx<n-jbe the definitionof x. Thus j<2*~2”-~ 
and hence j+112”-j. Now if j>O, 2”-‘zj+.1=2 andif j=O, 2”-j=2”12, since 
n>O. Thus 2R-jr2 in any case and 2~122”-‘-1<22”-J-l. 

(2) If jzk, then jz2x and xzn- j by the definition of K. Thus 

2i~2~~22n-i>22n-i_l~ q 

We now construct a complete automaton d = (Q, A, - ,qo, (qf)) as follows. Q is 
the disjoint union of a sink state 0 and of (n + 1) sets Qj (00ci~n) such that 

(a) Qo = {d and Qn = iqf)s 
(b) for O=i<k, CardQi=2’, 
(c) for k=i=n, CardQi=22”-‘-l, 

and the transitions satisfy the following conditions 

(d) O*a=O and 0- b=O, 
(e) for Osick-I, (q-clqEQiand ce{a,bi))=Qi+l 
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(since Card Qi+ I= 2 cadQi, this implies that ail the states q- c, where qcz Qi and 
CE (u, b), are distinct). 

(f) for k-ld<n and q,q’eQi: 

(fl) (q~4q.~~~((Qi+~U(~)bx(Qi+~uIo)))\((0,0}, 
(f2) (q.a,q- b)=(q’-aq’- b) implies q=q’, 
(f3) for every s~Qi+r, there exists tEQi such that t-a-s or t- b=s. 

To ensure that condition (f) can be satisfied, it suffices to verify that, for 
k-lriln, 

CardQiS(1+CardQi+r)2-l and CardQi+r I2CardQi. 

Both conditions are trivially satisfied for iz k, and follow from Lemma 5 for 
i=k-1. 

We derive from d an uncomplete automaton S? by removing the sink state 0 and 
all the transitions of the form q - Q =O or q. b = 0. I is now an automaton with g(n) 
states in which every state is accessible and coaccessible (by conditions (e) and (f3)). 
Furthermore &I is reduced (by conditions (e) and (f2)) and hence minimal. Finally, 
as required, every word accepted by .%? has length n. 

Example. Let n = 5. Then g(5) = 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 3 + 1 = 19 and k = 4. An automaton 
with 19 states recognizing a set of words of length 5 is represented in Fig. 1. 
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of g(n) when n tends to the infinity is given by the following 

Theorem 6. 77re following formula ho& 

1 = lim inf ng(n)/2” 5 lim sup ng(n)/2’ = 2. 
R-rOo n-r- 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 5 that 

g(n) = c 2j+ c (2*“-‘-l)=Tt+T* , 
OSjjck-1 krjcn 

where 
T, =2&+2*“-” and T *= -2+ c (2F-‘-l). 

k+lsjcn 

We first study T2. If j~k+l?F+l, then n-jlx-1, whence 2”-jrF-‘= 
t - 2Ys+n, and therefore 2”-‘- 112n/2. Thus -2135rn2”” and it follows that 
lim,,, nT2/2” = 0. 

We now come back to TI. Put d=x- Lx]. By the definition of x, n = IX] + TF] 
and hence n-k=x-d and k=Y+d. Therefore T, =22”*d+22X-d and 

nTJ2” = (x+2*)T,/2”22” = (1+~2-~)(2~+2~*-~-‘~“). 

Since x+ 2” = n s 2 - F, we have x5 log2 n and 2-*< 2/n. Consequently, one has 
1 I 1 +x~-~I 1 + 2 log2 n/n, and thus lim,, _ Q (I +~2-~) = 1. It remains to study the 
term T(n) = 2d + 2 (2-d-‘)F. To start with, since Old< 1, we have 1~2~12, whence 

lim inf ng(n)/2n 11. 
n-a 

Let e be a real number such that 0 < e < 1. We claim that the inequality T(n) s 1 + E 
holds for infinitely many n. This will be a consequence of the fohowing lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let el and ~2 be two real numbers such that O<q cc2 c 1. Then there 
exists an integer r. such that, for every rz r o, there exists a real number 6 such 
that : 

(a) e1 c S < 4~2, and 
(b) m=r+6+2r+d is an integer. 

Proof. We take rozIog2[(2-(e2-e1))/(2Cz - 2&I)], so that, for every rzro, 

(r+e2+2r+Ez)-(r+81+2r*E1)12. 

Now, since the function t -, r+ t + 2r+r is monotone, there exists a real S with 
E,<~cE~ such that nz=r+8+2r+i is an integer. q 

To prove the claim, we apply the lemma with e1 = - log,(l- fe) and ~2 = 
Iog2(i+ &). One verifies easily that the condition OCet c&2< 1 is satisfied. Then, 
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for any large enough r, there exists an integer mcr and a real 6 with cl <6ce2 
such that 

qm) = 26 + 2’2~‘- 02’ < 2~2 + 2(2+’ - r)r -( 1 + +s + 2-t&& . 

Thus if rz log2((3/&)log2(2/&)), then 2- (E/3’2C~+~ and T(m)= 1 + E, proving the 
claim. It follows that 

lim inf T(n) I 1, whence lim inf ng(n)/2” = 1. 
n-t- If-r- 

On the other hand, 2-d-11 -1/3d and thus T(Iz)zs~~+~-(~~):‘)/~. Let O<E<+. 
Then for n> - 6 log,&, we have 

-610g2e<n =x+~~c 2x+2x 

and hence - (-f-)2x<logz&. Setting y = Zd, we obtain T(n)ry +y’OgZ”, where 1 SYS 
2. But a short calculation shows that, on this interval, the function t + t + t’OpZE 
reaches its maximum for t =2. Therefore T(n)5 2 + E for every a>0 and 

lim sup ng(n)/2” 5 2. 
n-m 

Finally, let O< EC 1 and put et =log2(2-e) and &~=+(I+E,). Then O<e,<~~c 

1, and by Lemma 6, there exists infinitely many integers m such that m = r+ 6 + 2’+’ 
with E, <Me2 and 

T(m)=26+2(2-d-‘)r126>2&l =2-&. 

Therefore lim sup, + aD T(n) L 2 - e for every E > 0 and hence 

lim sup ng(n)/2” = 2. Cl 
n-e, 
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